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  - [http://www.4timeszone.com/article/enforced-describespecial/toulanier](http://www.4timeszone.com/article/enforced-describespecial/toulanier)
  - [http://www.worldofdiver.co.uk/dive.htm](http://www.worldofdiver.co.uk/dive.htm)
  - [http://www.rockdesign.co.uk/diving/directions/diving_in_depth_sickness.htm](http://www.rockdesign.co.uk/diving/directions/diving_in_depth_sickness.htm)
  - [http://www.rockdesign.co.uk/diving/directions/diving_in_depth_sickness.htm](http://www.rockdesign.co.uk/diving/directions/diving_in_depth_sickness.htm)
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